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Conan must contend with the murder of a man who burns to death while the prime suspect has
the perfect alibi; he helps a seemingly sweet and innocent girl look for her missing father; and
he still has time to explore a haunted house with some of his new friends from elementary
school!All the clues are there--can you piece them together and solve these baffling cases
before Conan does?

About the AuthorGosho Aoyama made his debut in 1992 with Chotto Matte (Wait a Minute),
which won Shogakukan's prestigious Shinjin Comic Taisho (Newcomer's Award for Comics)
and launched his career as a critically acclaimed, top-selling manga artist. In addition to
Detective Conan, which won the Shogakukan Manga Award in 2001, Aoyama created the
popular manga Yaiba, which won the Shogakukan Manga Award in 1992. Aoyama's manga is
greatly influenced by his boyhood love for mystery, adventure and baseball, and he has cited
the tales of Arsene Lupin and Sherlock Holmes and the samurai films of Akira Kurosawa as
some of his childhood favorites. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “I love this series. I've been watching the anime since it came out its nice
that some things are different because it makes it so I don't know what to expect”

Quintin, “One of the best manga series!. I love reading Conan and reading this volume was
super fun! The characters and cases are looking more and more interesting! If there’s one
thing I can say is that one truth will prevail!”

Jessica, “Interestimg. Interesting development and cool setup to a classic manga and anime”

candy, “Love these books. Love these books.”

Jakeline, “Great Condition, Got here fast. Great condition.  Great short mangas”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Ø=ÜMØ<ßû. Came as advertised and arrived on time”

Aquasage, “Five Stars. great manga”

Anastasia Strizhkov, “Amazing!. Love the story!”

Mrs M., “2. Don't want to give anything away but these books are brillaint. What more can I say
- well worth the read! Love them all!”

Ankit, “Awesome vol. It very case closed gosho Aoyama start Conan drawing manga also viz
media and shonen new symbol”

0H0“0X0G0‹, “Exciting. I was satisfied with this book. If you have already read this story in Japanese comic
book, it's good for you to read this English version. You can enjoy it again.”

T	u0m�Sø, “0³0Ê0óY'Y}0M0�. 0¢0á0ê0«rH0n0³0Ê0ó0�gœ0_0W0f0�Qh•è–Æ0•0Œ0‹0n0K0jÿ�”
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The book by Gosho Aoyama has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 167 people have provided feedback.
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